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Actin protein
I Protein of the cytoskeleton
I Exists in 2 forms:

monomers and �laments
I Polarized �laments:

Plus end = more polymerization

Polymerization in 3 steps:

1. Nucleation:
creation of a new �lament

2. Elongation:
the �lament grows quickly

3. Steady-state: constant length
but monomers in the �lament
are always renewed

I Pro�lin: catch actin monomers
I Formin: grip to the plus end, catch

G-actin/pro�lin complexes and �x
them on the �lament

I Work jointly to speed up the
elongation

Introduction
Many cellular behaviors such as cell division or
shape change stem from the mechanical proper-
ties of embryonic cells. The cortical actomyosin
cytoskeleton is a major determinant of these
mechanical properties.

How does the biochemistry of actin impact the
structural properties of cells?

Model for a single filament
The main idea of this model is to see an actin �lament as a waiting queue.

With this basic idea, we can build a model where the number of monomers is a
limiting factor and which takes into account formin and pro�lin.

Symbol Meaning
N Total number of monomers (�x and �nite)
λ+ Rate of spontaneous elongation
λ+
F Rate of elongation with formin
λ− Rate of depolymerization
ΦP Rate of production of G-actin/pro�lin complexes
Φ+

F Rate of binding of formins
Φ−

F Rate of releasing of formins
L0(t) Number of free monomers at time t
L1(t) Length of the �lament at time t
L2(t) Number of G-actin/pro�lin complexes available
M(t) Mode of the system at time t

The system is described by the Markov process
L(t) = (L0(t), L1(t), L2(t),M(t))

with values in the �nite space
SN = {(l0, l1, l2) ∈ J0, NK3|l0 + l1 + l2 = N} × {0, 1}

The transitions are:

I Spontaneous elongation
I Elongation with formin
I Depolymerization

I Creation of G-actin/pro�lin complexes
I Fixing of formin
I Release of formin

In order to have a mean behavior, we study the �uid limit which corresponds to
the limit as N tends to in�nity of LN (t) where

LN (t) =
1

N
(L0(Nt), L1(Nt), L2(Nt))

I In the normal mode, the length of the
�lament goes to 0

I There is a competition between �lament
and pro�lin for monomers

I At steady-state, length with switching
> length in fast mode

I Switching allows for a better use of
monomers

Model for a population of actin filaments
We need a population of �laments if we are to study the competition between
�laments and to justify fast exchanges of formins.

Symbol Meaning
N Total number of monomers (�x and �nite)

KN
t (M, 1) Number of free monomers at time t
KN

t (P, 1) Number of G-actin/pro�lin complexes available
KN

t (S, l) Number of simple �laments of length l
KN

t (S, l) Number of �laments with a formin of length l
K#,N

t Number of �laments at time t

In this case, we study the measure-valued Markov process

ZNt = KN
t (M, 1)δ(M,1) +KN

t (P, 1)δ(P,1) +
∑

T∈{S,F}

N∑
l=1

KN
t (T, l)δ(T,l)

where each Dirac measure δi adds a weight 1 to the type of �lament i.

We have the same 6 transitions, e.g. for the spontaneous elongation:
for every length l ∈ J1, N − 1K at rate λ+KN (M,1)

N KN (S, l),

KN (S, l) −→ KN (S, l)− 1

KN (S, l + 1) −→ KN (S, l + 1) + 1

KN (M, 1) −→ KN (M, 1)− 1

In this case, the mean behavior is given by the large population limit which
corresponds to the limit as the initial number of �lamentsK#,N

0 tends to in�nity
of ZNt where

ZNt =
ZNt
N

I Fluid limit 6= Large population limit
I All reactions except the creation of com-

plexes are slowed down
I At steady-state, length with switching

< length in fast mode
I Switching does not allow for a better use

of monomers
I Creation of complexes very fast⇒ pro-

�lin catches all free monomers
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Conclusion
I Model for a single actin �lament gives:

I Sets of parameters that imply a steady-state
I The mean length of �lament at equilibrium
I Existence of competition between �lament

and pro�lin
I Switching allows for a better use of monomers

I Model for a population of actin �laments gives:

I Justi�cation for fast exchange of formins
I Distribution of �lament lengths at equilibrium
I Interaction between �laments

Future research

I Further study the competition between �laments

I Add other proteins responsible for
fragmentation, capping or branching

I Describe the �uctuations of the �nite-polymer
processes around their limit N = +∞

I Find good statistics to test the model
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